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Data Safe

Cleared the severe conditions
against high temperature for
computer media storage.
EIKO original, Dual structure ﬁrmly
protects from extreme heat.
One hour ﬁre resistant performance
for Flexible computer disk
Passed TS-15 Tool-proof test
＜DXG-200 only＞

Paint color［817］

Now, personal computer has become familiar to us as communication tool for business and private.
Furthermore, by digitization such as television or camera, memory media needs large-volume data.
Data safe is suitable for protecting a variety of valuable information like memory picture kept in compact
media or corporate asset from ﬁre or theft.

FEATURES
Burglary resistant performance
Passed TS-15 Tool-proof test

* This tool-proof test belongs to ﬁre resistant safe, not burglary resistant safe.

＜DXG-200 only＞

Most of safecrackers attempt Forced open a safe by using speciﬁc tools like crowbar and
metal cutting saw etc. for safe door in a short time. The test is conducted on the assumption
of the attacks such as cutting hinges and forced-open the door for 15 minutes.

Judgment

Safe door can not open and time of attack test is over 15 min.
* Time of attack does not include the time of preparing and changing tools, learning method of attacks and taking a rest.

Special construction for door
The construction lowers the heat from the gap of door and
prevents attacks directly to the locking bolt from forced-open
the door. It enhances the ﬁre and burglary resistant performance comparing with similar grade of products.
Special construction type

General type
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Fire resistant performance
One hour ﬁre resistant performance
for Flexible computer disk
Passed Standard heating test in JIS and designed to
maintain the inner temperature less than 52℃ and the
inner humidity less than 80% for one hour after ﬁre.

Fire resistant performance
for general paper

Judgment
Fire resistant performance for Flexible computer disk
Inner temperature limit is less than 52℃ and

Inner temperature :
Less than 177℃
Inner humidity :
No standard

Data safes
for Flexible computer disk

Inner temperature :
Less than 52℃
Inner humidity :
Less than 80%

humidity limit is less than 80%.
In case of ﬁre, data of computer
media is lost around 60℃.
So, the valuable data may disappear
if you keep in general ﬁre resistant
safes (inner temperature standard;
less than 177℃).

Special board

Special construction

Packing

Gasket

We have developed Special insulation materials
that provides a barrier against extreme heat. The
dual wall construction of the special insulation
materials and its board will enhance ﬁre resistance.

Special insulation materials

LOCK
Cylinder key lock
Dimple reversible key
The dimple key is reversible and simple operation. But it is very
diﬃcult to duplicate the key and has high security.

Installed re-locking device

＜DXG-200 only＞

It will operate automatically if the dial lock is forced-open by tools, and the door will remain ﬁrmly closed.
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DXG-200
Outside Dimensions：Ｗ706ｘＤ790ｘＨ1,085(mm)
Inside Dimensions：Ｗ470ｘＤ476ｘＨ800（mm)
Weight：375㎏ Capacity：179ℓ
Accessories：2 sliding shelves

［OPTION］ Sliding shelf

For DXG-200

Eﬀective dimensions of shelf：Ｗ425ｘＤ436ｘＨ49(mm)
* With sliding rail

DX series

DX-101

DX-103

Outside Dimensions：Ｗ486ｘＤ550ｘＨ388(mm)
Inside Dimensions：Ｗ250ｘＤ252ｘＨ150（mm)
Weight：86㎏ Capacity：9.4ℓ
Accessories：1 shelf

Outside Dimensions：Ｗ486ｘＤ550ｘＨ711(mm)
Inside Dimensions：Ｗ250ｘＤ252ｘＨ440（mm)
Weight：146㎏ Capacity：27.6ℓ
Accessories：2 shelves

Computer media
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Flexible computer disk
3.5 inch FD
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Sample
case
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DX-101

DX-103

DXG-200

Maximum allowable capacity
(quantity of shelf)

* Unit for ﬂoppy disc is 10pcs
* Dimensions are for casing of media. This list is for reference because dimensions are diﬀerent depending on suppliers.

